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a b s t r a c t

Lay analysts often test hypotheses incorrectly. They also need help to find interesting
hypotheses. They usually do not know what to do next after testing an initial hypothesis.
We discuss their common mistakes, and also suggest practical tactics for their problems.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. I am a bewildered lay analyst

Many lay analysts are involved in analyzing data, to hopefully produce actionable insights. Unlike professional statisti-
cians who have the benefit of many years of rigorous training and more years of practising and perfecting the art of data
analysis, lay analysts – like me, a computer scientist – have rather ad hoc training. Our training in statistics, if any, tends to
consist of learning the mechanical application of e.g. a statistical hypothesis testing method, like how to invoke it from a
statistical software package or how to program it up in some software we are developing.

Lay analysts can be cavalier about doing hypothesis testing. After all, the statistics text books – the practical kind that
we read any way – tend to just give a plain description defining a test statistic and the associated nominal null distribution
of the statistical test, and show some straightforward examples in which it is used. There is hardly any discussion on the
conditions that must be met in order for the test to be valid. There is hardly any discussion on how statistical experiments
should be designed so that those conditions are met. In any case, we have never seen the required conditions ever being
checked in the examples shown in these statistics text books.

So we do little checking when we run our statistical tests. Sometimes, we even state our null and alternative hypothesis
incorrectly. Consequently, when a null hypothesis is rejected, we often accept the alternative hypothesis without realizing
that it is conditioned on all assumptions being satisfied. And, in practice, when a null hypothesis is rejected according to the
test, it is rejected for a variety of reasons other than the alternative hypothesis we have in mind, leaving us with an incorrect
conclusion.

Often, a lay analyst does not even have a hypothesis to start with. A hypothesis is usually inspired by some frequent
patterns observed in some datasets. This has motivated computer scientists like me to develop many data mining meth-
ods (Han et al., 2012) for identifying frequent patterns from large datasets. However, we have mostly focused on scaling
issues (Jagadish et al., 2014), and much less attention on analyzing the thousands of patterns returned by our data mining
methods. Thus, a lay analyst looking at the output of a data mining system usually gets little support in selecting patterns to
analyze.

The lay analyst also gets limited help from the data mining system in investigating the selected patterns in greater depth.
Moreover, statistics text books tend to illustrate statistical hypothesis testing with straightforward examples. These text
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books seldom discuss analysis tactics that experienced statisticians and analysts have accumulated over the years. The lack
of exposure to a rich body of analysis tactics is another obstacle to getting insight from data by a lay analyst.

In this article, some common mistakes made by lay analysts are discussed, and some practical tactics to help them come
up with interesting hypotheses and derive deeper insight from these hypotheses are suggested.

2. Am I testing this hypothesis correctly?

Statistical hypothesis testing is central to data analysis. However, it is not straightforward to carry out statistical
hypothesis testing correctly. Three types of common mistakes made by lay analysts are described below.

2.1. Not ensuring that the samples are fidel to real-world populations

Consider this toy genotyping dataset of a mutation site rs123, with two alleles A and G, in patients suffering a disease X
and healthy control subjects: 1, 38, and 69 control subjects have the AA, AG, and GG genotypes respectively, while 0, 79, and
2 patients have the AA, AG, and GG genotypes respectively. A χ2-test is highly significant on this dataset. Thus, a lay analyst
concludes that rs123 is associated with disease X, and that a subject who has the AG genotype is likely to get the disease.

Here the lay analyst probably has in mind the null hypothesis ‘‘The distribution of the rs123 AA/AG/GG genotypes in
the disease X population is identical to that in the healthy population’’. Thus upon its rejection, he accepts the alternative
hypothesis ‘‘The distribution of the rs123 genotypes in the disease X population is different from that in the healthy
population’’.

Actually, in the χ2 test above, only a sample of the disease X population is compared to a sample of the healthy population.
Hence any conclusion at the population level is subject to the absence of sampling bias. In otherwords, the significance of the
χ2 test on this dataset could be due to the distribution of rs123 genotypes in the disease X population being different from
the healthy population, or it could be due to the distribution of rs123 genotypes in the observed disease X sample being
different from the disease X population, or it could be due to the distribution of rs123 genotypes in the observed control
subjects being different from the healthy population.

In order to ensure that the significance of the χ2 test is due to the distribution of rs123 alleles in the disease X population
being different from the healthy population, a careful statistician would validate the two assumptions on the absence of
sampling bias. For this specific example, the laws of human genetics can be used to check the absence of sampling bias, as
follows. In the given dataset, 62% of the subjects has the AG genotype. Under the assumptions on the absence of sampling
bias, 62% of the entire population also has the AG genotype. By the laws of human genetics, when both parents of a person
have the AG genotype, there is a 25% chance of that person having the AA genotype. It follows that at least 62% ∗ 62% ∗ 25%=

9.6% of the combined population has the AA genotype. In the given dataset, less than 1% of the subjects has the AA genotype,
far less than 9.6%. Therefore, the dataset is likely biased, unless the AA genotype is lethal. In other words, the association of
rs123 with disease X is quite likely a red herring.

In this example, the laws of human genetics are available for checking sampling bias. Similar laws may not be available
on other types of datasets. Fortunately, in the big data era, this can be accomplished in other ways, e.g. by retrieving
published genotyping works on rs123, and comparing the reported rs123 genotype distributions with the respective
observed distributions in the present dataset. If there is a big difference, we should be suspicious of the significant outcome
observed in the present dataset.

2.2. Not ensuring that the null distribution is appropriate

While commonly used statistical tests all have their associated nominal null distributions, such null distributions are
not necessarily appropriate for the analysis at hand. Venet et al. (2011) gave a demonstration of this situation. They used
Cox’s proportional hazards model to analyze whether some given multi-gene biomarkers – these are called signatures –
correlatewell with breast cancer survival. They noticed that signatures reported in the literature are no better than randomly
generated signatures. In particular, large fractions of randomly generated signatures achieved statistical significance
according to Cox’s model. Yet, by definition of statistical significance at p < 0.05, no more than 5% of null samples – viz. the
random signatures – can achieve statistical significance. Obviously, there is a problem.

Ordinarily, the null hypothesis for the Cox’s model would be ‘‘There is no difference between the survival curves
induced by the signature in question’’ (H0). Herein lies a problem: Null samples must be exchangeable under the null
hypothesis, whereas random signatures are not exchangeable under H0. To permit random signatures as null samples,
the null hypothesis needed would be ‘‘The difference between the survival curves induced by the signature in question
is no different from that between the survival curves induced by random signatures’’ (H0’). It is not obviously wrong to use
the usual test statistic associated with the Cox’s model as the test statistic for H0’. However, as shown by Venet et al., the
usual null distribution associated with the Cox’s model is inappropriate for H0’. And those reported breast cancer survival
signatures that are significant according to this null distribution are apparently no more meaningful than random ones.
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